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BOARD/COMMISSION/COMMITTEE: Environmental and Energy Commission 

DATE OF MEETING: Thursday, August 20, 2020 

NAMES OF MEMBERS AND STAFF: 

Members Present: Julie Wolf, Arthur Haut, Joel Feinstein, Kenneth Parkhill, and William Muno 

Members Absent:  Amanda Ault, April Cesaretti, and Michael Kim 

Staff Present: John Adler, Director of Community Development; Kate Amoruso, Assistant to the 

Director of Engineering & Public Works; Kate McManus, Planner III; Alex Arteaga, Management 

Analyst. 

AGENDA 

Agenda Item – Review of August 17, 2020 Meeting Minutes 

Minutes were unanimously approved. 

Agenda Item – Chair’s Report 

Chair Wolf briefed the Commission on Community Solar electrical aggregation programs available to 

residents, requesting that these programs be advertised to residents to better inform them on how to sign 

up for such programs. Chair Wolf then discussed the inclusion of the issue of sustainable habitats in the 

Draft Sustainability Plan, focusing on gas-powered landscaping equipment and mosquito/insect 

repellant. Last, Chair Wolf addressed the Master Bike and Transportation Plan, mentioning that she 

thought highly of the plan and thinks it fits well with the Draft Sustainability Plan.    

Agenda Item – Staff Report  

Kate Amoruso further discussed the Master Bike and Transportation Plan, informing the Commission 

that the plan was approved by the Transportation Commission and will go to the Municipal Services 

Committee for review, the Committee is planning to meet on September 29, 2020. Ms. Amoruso then 

discussed pollinator gardens around the Village and informed the Commission that the Village received 

a grant from the Wilmette Harbor Rotary Club to install perennial and pollinator plants at Village Hall.  

Agenda Item – Draft Sustainability Plan Review 

The Commissioners discussed the Water chapter of the Draft Sustainability Plan and the process for final 

review of the Draft Sustainability Plan, including presentation to Village Staff, then to the Administration 

Committee of the Village Board, and finally to the Village Board. Throughout these various levels of 

review, the EEC would revise the Draft Sustainability Plan as suggested and necessary. Commissioners 

then discussed the Draft Sustainability Plan as a whole, focusing on necessary chapter reassignments 

and structure edits after Commissioner Boyd’s resignation.  
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Agenda Item – Public Comment 

Mr. Arteaga read a public comment email from Maya Crystal into the record. Ms. Crystal suggested two 

issues to be included in the Draft Sustainability Plan: a year round ban on gas-powered leaf blowers and 

a partnership between the Village and Collective Resource Composting to expand the Village 

composting program. 

Mr. Arteaga read a public comment email from Lori Liebowitz into the record. Ms. Liebowitz suggested 

that the Draft Sustainability Plan include an inventory on gas powered landscape equipment, and the 

Village produce educational materials and other resources to be distributed to landscaping companies 

and residents to provide further information on green landscaping practices. 

Mr. Arteaga read a public comment email from Karen Glennemeier into the record. The email included 

praise for the Draft Sustainability Plan as a whole and specified several suggested edits for various parts 

of the Draft Sustainability Plan.  

David Ferster requested that the Draft Sustainability Plan include a ban on fire pits, emphasizing the 

discomfort that fire pits create for surrounding neighbors and the negative effects that fire pits have on 

surrounding air quality. 

Linda Kurtz spoke about supporting residential Community Solar programs, suggested a year-round ban 

on gas-powered leaf blowers, and addressed the negative effects of commercial pesticides. Ms. Kurtz 

then addressed the Draft Sustainability Plan, and how the transition away from natural gas should be 

included in the plan.  

Laura Rodriguez reiterated the issue of residential fire pit use, their negative effects on surrounding air 

quality and the discomfort it causes to neighbors. Ms. Rodriguez finished with questions regarding the 

process for review of the Draft Sustainability Plan.  

  

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING: TBD 

PERSON PREPARING SUMMARY:  

Alex Arteaga, Management Analyst.  


